
Jan Glas founded Glas Groenten in 1956. He grew vegetables such as sprouts, kale, carrots 
and various types of cabbages on the small islands in the Rijk der Duizend Eilanden in the 
village Broek op Langedijk. When these were ready to harvest for trading, he travelled with 
his cabbage barge full of vegetables to the auction in Broek op Langedijk where his wares 
were auctioned. A few years later he sold his vegetables to self-service businesses that 
slowly but surely became supermarkets.

MIKE GLAS

“THE JASA 350 ENABLES US TO 
PACKAGE FASTER AND MORE 
SKILFULLY THAN BY HAND.”

CASE STORY



HISTORY

Jan’s son, Henk Glas, entered into the company in 1964. 

He helped his father to prepare the vegetables for the 

supermarkets. More and more vegetables were purchased 

that were also packaged at the company.  In 1994 Henk’s son, 

Mike Glas, reached an age at which he was able to help his 

father in the workplace. He decided to start supplying retailers 

and the catering industry as well. In the meantime, Glas 

Groenten became so big that in 2000 the decision was made 

to become automated and to move to Broek op Langedijk. To 

this day, Glas Groenten is still a true family company.

COOPERATION WITH JASA

Glas Groenten has been working together with JASA since 

2003. The first machine was a special kale conveyor belt and 

in 2015 a JASA 350 was delivered for the packaging of sprouts. 

Mike Glas: “We use the 350 to package our sprouts in modern 

plastic bags instead of netting bags, and a label is also neatly 

stuck on the bag at the same time”. 

MOST IMPORTANT REASONS TO 
CHOOSE JASA

• The JASA350 is very suitable for packaging bulk goods in 

bags made of film on the roll.

• The machine is compact and therefore does not take up 

much room.

• The JASA350 can easily be connected to (existing) weighing 

and dosing systems.

• The JASA350 can also be easily adapted for the production 

of various types of bags.

•   Labelling systems can easily be incorporated in the 

machine.

SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

• JASA350.

• Packaging: pillow bags with 500-1000 grams of sprouts.

•  Packaging material: PP and laminate film on the roll.

• Capacity up to approx. 45 bags per minute.

YEAR OF INSTALLATION

• 2015

APPLICATION

• Packing sprouts

JASA Packaging Solutions stands for innovation, quality and 

flexibility in packaging machinery. We specialize in developing and 

manufacturing vertical packaging machines, sleevers and complete 

weighing and packaging lines. Producers and packers of all kinds of 

food products around the globe trust our expertise, for more than 

thirty years, 24/7.
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